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P ACIFIC I SLAND
F OREST
B IRDS

Keep up with what’s
new:

-

-

The Mariana Fruit Dove, endemic to the Mariana Islands, has for the first time
been recorded colonizing on its own another island in the chain.
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I SLAND B IRDS
-CONTINUED

“Perhaps the
most notable
finding is
how human
activity over
the past
multiple
thousand
years has
altered the
structure of
Mariana
Island bird
communities.
”

The more diverse bird communities of the extensive, unbroken native forests of the Palau
Islands provides a model for what prehistoric bird communities were like in the highly
altered Mariana Islands.
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W INTER S TUDIES
AT
Y ALE F OREST
“…although
bird numbers
at Yale Forest
were
generally low,
both the
Red- and
Whitewinged
Crossbill
occurred
consistently
on survey
transects.”

The White-breasted Nuthatch (above) was joined by its northern cousin,
the Red-breasted Nuthatch, as common forest birds this winter.
-
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F IELD S TATION
U PDATE

“Another
focus of our
planting has
been on
adding
species that
produce
persistent
fruits that
provide food
for our native
fruit-eating
species...”

The alien thickets of our hay field borders are being systematically opened and
underplanted with native trees and shrubs.
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C ONNECTICUT IS N OW
T HREE C ROW S TATE

The Common Raven is now a lawn bird in southern New England.

-

-

-
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“All three
crow species
have
appeared at
BCR’s
Pomfret field
station.”
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Don’t forget to renew your membership. Also don’t forget to chase your chickens
out of the kitchen.
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